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March 16, 2017 

 

To the members of the Alaska Legislature 

 

 

 

First and foremost we wish to thank you for the work that you do for the people of 

Alaska.  In the days of declining revenue we know the task is daunting and you are 

forced to make some very unpopular decisions but we know they are made with the best 

interest of the future of Alaska in mind. 

 

East West Pacific Consulting shares your concern for the future of Alaska and we look 

forward to giving back to Alaska as we feel Alaska has been very good to us! 

We are grateful to be working with the Knikatnu Native Corporation and KI Holdings in 

developing their lands, Miller's Reach, in Houston Alaska. Knikatnu Native Corp and 

East West Pacific Consulting of Wasilla have publically announced its proposal to 

welcome an LNG plant in Houston, Alaska.  It will become a part of the Houston Rail 

Industrial Complex to be located on 1000 acres of KI Holdings. It is based on cost 

savings and expandability in the future.  It is this LNG plant that we present to you as 

part of a vision for the future of Alaska. 

 

At first, this project may be viewed as a competing interest with AIDEA’s concept 

for the city of Fairbanks. Our vision is that this project is actually a completing 

interest proposal in support of AIDEA’s ambitious goal to provide Liquid Natural Gas in 

quantity not only to Fairbanks, but much of Rural Alaska as well. EPA demands that 

Fairbanks be in compliance with federal air quality standards can be achieved,  in a 

financially feasible and environmentally sound with the help of Dresser-Rands Modular 

LNGo system strategically placed at the Houston Railhead Industrial Park. 

 

Thanks to the investment and foresight of Alaska's past leadership, a 180 rail car siding, 

the premier plant location and rail transportation assets are already in place. We are 

encouraged that every organization that has seen this presentation concurs that this 

project is indeed a completing interest proposal that holds for Alaska great opportunity 

to dramatically lower energy costs statewide. We welcome the opportunity to work 

cooperatively with AIDEA's team as they refocus their crucial funding to advance the 

Fairbanks LNG Effort to where it is now needed most; the expansion of the five phases 

of Natural Gas network throughout greater Fairbanks.   
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We are actively in discussions with Siemens Corporation's Dresser-Rand in making this 

plan a reality. They have identified strong and experienced affiliated private corporate 

entities that have expressed great interest in investing, building and operating the 

facility. 

 

It is rare when any public and private partnership can have such a statewide impact that 

energizes so many Alaskans.   No state agency in the nation has had a challenge as great 

as AIDEA's phenomenal 50 year mission to promote, develop, and advance economic 

growth and diversification in Alaska.  Over that half century, AIDEA has positively 

impacted millions of Alaskans, working with thousands of private corporations to 

accomplish overwhelming goals that have benefited generations of Alaskans.  

Dresser-Rand, Northstar Industrial, East-West Pacific Consulting, Knikatnu, Inc. and 

Knik Tribal Council as a team are excited about and looking forward to joining the ranks 

of AIDEA's half century of private corporate partners energizing Alaska.   We see a 

great opportunity to work in a supporting role as AIDEA helps communities throughout 

Alaska grow beyond third world conditions with clean and economically viable LNG. 

 

It is an honor to be able to present this plan to you. We would be happy to answer any 

questions you might have. 

 

Again thank you for your attention in this matter and we look forward to moving ahead 

to safely and cost effectively gasifying the Alaskan interior. 

 
Sincerely  

 

Roger Purcell, MBA 

Senior Consultant

 

 

 


